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THE PRESIDENT’S CORNER 

 

by Alan Bauer 

 

Hello everyone, I would like to wish everyone a wonderful holiday season.  The snows are coming 

and now it’s time to think about sunny and warm Phoenix in February.  I hope many of you can 

make it to Aripex where we will have our Annual Meeting and what we expect to be a delicious 

traditional Hungarian dinner. 

  

Here’s a little bit about what we’ll be doing there.  The dates of the show are Feb 15-17, 2019 at 

the Mesa Convention Center.  We will have our Annual meeting on Saturday at a time to be 

determined.  We are planning to have a traditional dinner on Friday night at the Hungarian Reform 

Church in Phoenix.  The dinner menu will be: an appetizer, Hungarian sausage with potato, stuffed 

cabbage with sour cream, and dessert with coffee.  Refreshments, beer and wine will be available 

for purchase.  It should be a delicious dinner.  The Czech Philatelic Society is also having their 

annual meeting at AriPex and we have invited them to join us at our dinner.  I am looking forward 

to seeing a lot of you there. 

 

I would like to bring to your attention a specialized auction of Baranya issues in Harmer-Schau’s 

January 11-13, 2019 auction in conjunction with the Orco-Expo show.  The collection belonged 

to Anthony Muller, who contributed one of our monographs which detailed the Baranya 

Occupation series.  There will be approximately 20 lots in the auction.  Please check them out. 

 

Finally, I would like to ask our members for suggestions of topics you would like to have us discuss 

at the annual meeting.  So far, here are some of the new business agenda items: 

a) Discussion of SHP Auction - Improvements to date and additional suggestions 

b) Budget – A proposed annual budget is recommended 

c) Website Improvements 

d) Charitable donations – 501C3 organization status 

 

I would like to hear your comments on these topics and also if you would like to see any agenda 

items added.  Thanks for your inputs and as always,  

Happy stamping …………………..…………………….… Alan  

 
 

 

WELCOME & KUDOS 

  

A warm welcome to our newest member, fellow Canadian, Radomir Spanihel from Vancouver, 

British Columbia. 

 

Congratulations to Bob Morgan and Fumihisa Ito! They both entered their exhibits on the 

Hungarian Hyperinflation in 1945-46 at the Thailand 2018 World Stamp Exhibition, which was 

held in Bangkok from November 28th to December 3rd.  Bob Morgan’s exhibit won Gold and 

Fumihisa Ito’s earned a Large Vermeil.  Well done gentlemen! 
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We also entered The News of Hungarian Philately in the National Literature Exhibition at the APS 

StampShow/National Topical Stamp Show held in Columbus, Ohio on August 9th-12th, winning a 

Large Vermeil.  The Exhibit Award is below.  Congratulations to all of the authors and other 

contributors to The News over the last year.  Thank you all for making The News an award- 

winning publication! 

 

 
  

 

 

THE WEBMASTER’S REPORT 

 

by Wally Green  

 

Introduction 

Thank you!  After my plea for the missing issues of “The News”, I had several responses.  As a 

result, we now have ALL back issues of “The News” scanned and available on the Website.  

Thanks again to all of our members who contributed to this effort. 
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There is also a downloadable, searchable index of all issues available.  Please take a look at this 

resource and feel free to make any suggestions as to format and/or content. 

We finally have a copy of Monograph Number 9, The Stamps of Baranya available to members in 

the Publications section of the Website.  It makes for very interesting reading.  Many thanks to 

Isabelle Muller for providing this copy. 

We now have some members using the Classified Advertisements section of the Website.  Why 

not make up a short blurb of your own and send it to me to post on the Website?  

Also, if you have a website of your own that you would like to have advertised on our website, 

just send me the URL and a brief description and I’ll place a link to it on the site. 

Website Usage 

Our statistics show we had almost identical usage in the last 90 days compared to the previous 90-

day period.   

Approximately 70% of our users over the last 90 days were from the USA, France and Germany.  

The rest of the world makes up the other 30%. 

Thank you for your support. 

 
 

 

THE NEW ON-LINE MEMBERSHIP OPTION 

 

by Wes Learned 

 

Beginning January 1, 2019, the members of the Society for Hungarian Philately will have a choice 

of two membership options: 

 

1. the standard membership, which includes hard copies of the News of Hungarian Philately 

mailed directly to you each quarter.  The dues for this type of membership are $25 annually 

($26, if paid by Paypal) for those residing in North America and $30 annually ($31, if paid 

by Paypal) for members living elsewhere; and 

 

2. a new on-line membership, where members will no longer receive hard copy newsletters, 

but will receive e-mailed PDF copies.  As this saves the Society postage, the annual dues 

for this type of membership will be $20 annually ($21, if paid by PayPal), regardless of 

where one resides.   

  

Multi-year payment of dues - Members have the option of paying up to 3 years’ dues at a time 

(the current year plus up to 2 years in advance), regardless of the type of membership one chooses.  

For example, an on-line membership for 3 years would be $60 ($61, if paid by PayPal); a standard 

(hard copy) membership for 3 years would be $75 for residents of North America ($77, if paid by 

PayPal) and $90 ($92, if paid by PayPal) for all other countries.  
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Regardless of type of membership, all dues are to be remitted to the Treasurer.  Checks and money 

orders in US currency should be sent to: 

 

Treasurer, SHP    

PO Box 802 

Powell, Wyoming 82435  

USA 

 

PayPal payments should be sent to shptreasurer@tctwest.net  

 

Late Payment - A member becomes delinquent if dues are not paid by January 31st.  If the member 

is still delinquent on the 1st of May – they will be dropped from the membership rolls for 

nonpayment. 

 

 

 

THE RUMINATIONS OF YOUR EDITOR 

 

by Robert Lauer  

 

The last quarter of 2018 marks the centenaries of the end of the First World War, the fall of the 

Habsburg Dual Monarchy and the establishment of the First Hungarian Republic, which is the 

subject of the illustration on the cover of this issue of The News.  I have tried to make some sense 

out of these momentous events, and their philatelic manifestations, in a short article starting on 

Page 8 of this issue of The News. 

 

November 2nd also makes the 80th anniversary of the First Vienna Award in November 1938.  

This sequel to the infamous Munich Pact between France, Great Britain, Germany and Italy 

returned a great swath of southern Slovakia to Hungary, along with the cities of  Ungvár, Munkács 

and Beregszász in the Karpatho-Ukraine.  For the next issue of The News, I will try to put together 

an overview of this event, along with the reincorporation of the rest of the Karpatho-Ukraine into 

Hungary in March 1939, and the philatelic implications of these historical events. 

 

I realized after the last issue of The News was mailed out, that I had been 

terribly remiss as the Editor in not getting a scan of an “umbrella” on an 

Envelope Issue stamp that Tom Phillips mentioned in his “My Philatelic 

Journey” article, The News of Hungarian Philately 49:3 [July-September 

2018] pp. 5-8.  The logical question being ‘what does an umbrella look 

like?’  In response to this question, Tom cheerfully provided me with scans 

of a number of pages from his exhibit on this topic.  An “umbrella” refers 

to the the retouching or reengraving of the lines in the top or the bottom of 

the stamp which can look like an umbrella.  At left is an example from 

Tom’s collection of an “umbrella” on a 2kr stamp from the 1881 issue.      

 

mailto:shptreasurer@tctwest.net
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As I had just started writing these ruminations, Tom sent me a 

bouncing-off-the-walls excited “You would not believe what I 

bought on eBay last week!” email.  As part of an auction lot that 

had just arrived in the mail, there was a block of four 20kr Envelope 

stamps with “umbrellas” on the bottom of the top 2 stamps and the 

top of the bottom 2 stamps.  A scan of this new acquisition of Tom’s 

is at left.  Aside from being ridiculously rare, this block of 4 very 

nicely illustrates the darker horizontal lines of this type of 

reengraving.  In the case of the top two stamps, these reengraved 

lines completely obscure the “triangles” in the bottom two corners 

that are easily visible in the top two cormers.    

 

Speaking of the Envelope Issue stamps, I had my own little “discovery” moment with this series 

of stamps a few weeks ago at the weekly meeting of my local stamp club, the Ottawa Philatelic 

Society, which, by the way, is the oldest stamp club in Canada.  One of my buddies, John Leclair 

has a pretty good stock of Hungarian stamps which he brings to each meeting and another of my 

buddies, Mark Herbert was rooting through John’s red boxes looking for a copy of Scott #35, the 

3 Ft stamp from the 1888 series.  Mark found a 102 card with 2 of them in it, but before he took 

one out, I asked if I could take a look at it.  To my surprise, the two 3 Ft stamps in this 102 card 

looked very different.  The differences between 

these 2 stamps are not as striking in the scan as in 

“real life”, but hopefully the scan at right gives you 

some idea.  At first, I thought that the spacing 

between the “3” and the “ft” was different, but that 

was an illusion created by the position of the 

background lines.  The colour of the stamp design 

is a very different shade of lilac-brown (Scott) or 

purple-brown (Stanley Gibbons), but the most 

striking difference is in the colour of the vertical 

background lines that are actually a grey-black in the stamp on the right, as opposed to gold, as is 

indicated in the Scott and Stanley Gibbons catalogues, in the stamp on the left.  The entry for this 

stamp in the Magyar posta- és illetékbélyeg katalógus (MBK) is vörösbarna/arany, kármin (red-

brown/gold, carmine, which describes the difference in the colour of the stamp design reasonably 

well), with the same price for both shades.  The “Black Book” on page 160 has 2 entries for the 3 

Ft stamp vörösbarna and világosbarna (light brown, which does not describe either shade), with 

the latter having a value of 2½ times greater than the former.  Neither entry indicates that there is 

any difference in the colour of the background lines.  Anyway, something to look for the next time 

you’re rooting around in some dealer’s stock, or your own duplicates, for that matter.  

 

As always, before signing off, I would like to thank the contributors to this issue of The News.  

Judy Kennett has written a postscript to Csaba’s article in the last issue of The News “A Brief 

History of the Airports of Budapest” based upon some items from her collection.  In turn, Martin 

Rhein, who is also the President of the ArGe Ungarn, the German speaking Hungarian philatelic 

society in Europe, has written a very interesting article on mail communications between Hungary 

and Australia in the late 19th Century that was inspired by Judy’s “philatelic journey” article in 
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this year’s first issue of The News.  Rounding out this edition is a wonderfully informative article 

by Csaba on the workings of the cancelling devices used by the Hungarian Post Office and a 

obituary for Ted Johnson who was an active member of SHP and the society’s Treasurer for many 

years before my time.  I would also like to thank for their patience all those who have submitted 

articles to me, but not yet seen them published: Judy Kennett, Csaba Kohalmi, Paul Richter, Derek 

Pasternak, Alan Soble and T.P. McDermott.  You are all victims of the literary enthusiasm of your 

fellow members, and in certain cases, your own.             

  
 

 

LETTER TO THE EDITOR 

 

The reference in the somewhat sarcastic footnote to Alan Soble’s article “Perlak – Perlog”, (The 

News of Hungarian Philately, 49:2 [April-June, 2018], pp. 14-18), to the “irredentist- 

gerrymandering, politically-inspired antics” of Prime Minister Viktor Orbán needs further 

comment. 

   

Unfortunately, it is common practice for the American media nowadays to write skewed opinions 

about the current political situation in Hungary, and especially about its Prime Minister, instead of 

presenting factual information, thus misleading the public.  Pundits and commentators on this issue 

rarely check the facts.     

 

When the Hungarian communists wanted to discredit someone, one of the ways was to brand them 

irredentists. Then again, there is much more to this issue than it seems.  As for gerrymandering, it 

is common practice in the United States.  Patriotic Hungarians are serious about their country and 

would not have voted for Mr. Orbán three times if they did not believe in his ability to lead the 

country.  This result is unprecedented in the history of Hungarian democracy. 

 

The reference to Pablo Gorondi’s article, in which he claims that the total number of votes Mr. 

Orbán received of the neighboring countries’ Hungarian voters contributed to his election victory, 

may be well be true.  However, Viktor Orbán was instrumental in procuring Hungarian citizenship 

for these ethnic Hungarians, and not necessarily just for the purpose of obtaining votes for his 

Fidesz Party.  As any politician, Mr. Orbán obviously wanted to win the election – but he has also 

embraced Hungarians worldwide as being part of the Hungarian community and nation from the 

beginning of his first term as Prime Minister.  By having Hungarian citizenship, these Hungarians 

can reclaim some of their dignity.    

 

Highlighting that 96% of Hungarians living in neighboring countries voted for Fidesz is an attempt 

to downplay the election’s results by this journalist.  Other European and non-European countries 

also extend voting rights to their citizens living outside their borders.  The difference here is that 

Hungarians not residing within their borders comprise the largest ethnic minority of Europe, which 

Gorondi failed to mention.  In fact, approximately every third Hungarian resides outside Hungary’s 

borders.   
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It should also be noted that Hungarians are still treated as second-class citizens in most of 

Hungary’s neighboring countries, in which they found themselves overnight after the 1920 

“Treaty” of Trianon.  After almost 100 years, in Romania for example, there is still widespread 

discrimination against Hungarians even in government circles, where officials sometimes openly 

refer to them as “bozgors”, a highly-charged racist and derogatory expression.  This kind of news 

rarely makes headlines.   

 

Much other erroneous information permeates the U.S. media, mostly out of ignorance and not 

checking their facts, but also at times out of malevolence.  Numerous speeches given by Mr. Orbán 

give support to this.  Most can be found on YouTube.  For a better understanding of the political 

situation in Hungary, I recommend two articles posted on the internet.  If any reader wishes, I am 

willing to translate the Hungarian language article into English. 

 

http://www.origo.hu/itthon/20170421-tibor-fischer-magyar-szarmazasu-angol-iro-

velemenycikkben-vedte-meg-orban-viktort.html  (Title: Undorító, ahogy a nyugati sajtó Orbán 

Viktorról ír...) 

 

https://www.politico.eu/list/politico-28/viktor-orban/  

 

In my opinion, The News of Hungarian Philately should not be used to make political statements.  

If it is necessary to clarify the description of the history of stamps, articles should be written 

objectively.   

  

Viktor L. Fischer 

 

Editor – The Judge’s evaluation form for The News from the National Literature Exhibition at 

the APS StampShow in Columbus raised this very point.  “The editor needs to exercise a little 

more control over the tone of writing of at least one author.  Authors should present information 

and not editorialize in their article[s].”  In this case, the judge was objecting to Csaba’s use of 

the expression that people had been “herded into concentration camps” in one of his articles.  

 

I am, however, of a different mind on this issue.  I see my role, as the editor, being to support and 

from time-to-time, clarify the writings of authors, not to be a censor.  From my perspective, 

authors should be free to state their points of view and use colourful turns of phase as they see 

fit, without having to worry about Big Brother sanitizing what they have written.  To me, this 

smacks of political correctness, which I despise with a passion.  Just because someone may 

disagree with or dislike what has been written, is no reason not to print it.  Obviously, there are 

limits to this, but nothing anyone has submitted to me has yet crossed this line from my very 

“Canadian” perspective.  By the same token, if a reader does disagree with an opinion stated by 

an author, as Viktor has here, he or she will always have the ability to put forth an opposing 

point of view in a Letter to the Editor.  As you are all aware, I am as ardent a commie-basher as 

my predecessor; I think it is tough to say that any language is too extreme to describe one of the 

most criminal political systems to ever have been imposed on man at the point of a gun.  That 

said, should I receive a letter to the editor from a member with a different point of view, it too 

would wind up on these pages.  

http://www.origo.hu/itthon/20170421-tibor-fischer-magyar-szarmazasu-angol-iro-velemenycikkben-vedte-meg-orban-viktort.html
http://www.origo.hu/itthon/20170421-tibor-fischer-magyar-szarmazasu-angol-iro-velemenycikkben-vedte-meg-orban-viktort.html
https://www.politico.eu/list/politico-28/viktor-orban/
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LETTER TO THE EDITOR 

 

As a compliment to the marking of 

the centenary of the first Hungarian 

airmail stamps in the last issue of 

The News, here are a few very 

creative “air mail” zombies that I 

came across recently on eBay. 

 

Csaba L. Kohalmi 

 

 
 

 

THE ESTABLISHMENT OF THE FIRST HUNGARIAN REPUBLIC 

 

by Robert Lauer 

 

On October 23, 1918, as the resistance of the Austro-Hungarian armies disintegrated on the Balkan 

and Italian fronts, the anti-war, left of centre, pro-independence opposition parties in Hungary 

formed the Hungarian National Council as a “popular” alternate to the parliamentary institutions 

of the Habsburg Kingdom of Hungary.  The council was composed of the Independence and ’48 

Party under the leadership of Count Mihály Károlyi, the Bourgeois Radical Party under the 

leadership Oszkár Jászi, and the Hungarian Social Democratic Party under the leadership of 

Zsigmond Kunfi.  Count Károlyi had already become the most popular politician in Hungary 

through his defense in Parliament of the workers’ whose strikes were brutally put down by the 

military in June 1918 and was therefore the natural leader of the new body.  

 

On October 28th, a large crowd wearing red and white Aster flowers, to symbolize their support 

for the Hungarian National Council and Count Károlyi, gathered in Pest and marched toward Buda 

Castle, where they intended to present Archduke Joseph, the official representative of King Charles 

IV, with a demand to appoint Count Károlyi as prime minister.  Gendarmes attempted to disperse 

the demonstrators as they approached the Chain Bridge and opened fire on the crowd, killing three 

people and wounding more than 50.  This “Battle of the Chain Bridge” initiated three days of 

popular demonstrations and anti-government protests in Budapest, which became known as the 

Aster Revolution.  On October 31st, Archduke Joseph caved and installed Count Károlyi as the 

King’s prime minister. 

 

Meanwhile on October 24th, the Entente armies launched the final offensive of the war along the 

Italian Front, forcing the Austro-Hungarian Armies to retreat from their defensive positions along 

the Piave River in the Battle of Vittorio Veneto.  On October 29th, Austria-Hungary sued for peace 

on the Italian Front.  On November 3rd, the Austro-Hungarian and Italian high commands signed 

the Armistice of Padua, thus signaling an end to the Dual Monarchy’s participation in the First 

World War. 
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The end of the resistance of the Austro-Hungarian armies also marked the demise of the Habsburg 

Kingdom of Hungary itself.  On October 29th, the Croatian Sabor elected to secede from the 

Kingdom of Hungary and join the new Kingdom of the Serbs, Croats and Slovenes.  On October 

30th, the Slovak National Council also voted at an assembly in Turócszentmárton (Turčiansky 

Svätý Martin) to secede from the Kingdom of Hungary and join the new state of Czechoslovakia. 

 

The Károlyi government initially advocated the eliminating of all the formal political, military and 

economic links that had existed between Austria and Hungary during the Dual Monarchy era, 

though maintaining the personal union between the two countries under the Habsburg king.  

However, following the abdication of Emperor Charles and the proclamation of the Republic of 

German-Austria, this was no longer an option.  On November 13th, a delegation of Hungarian 

nobles, acting on behalf of the Károlyi government, sought out King Charles at his palace in the 

village of Eckartsau, about 30 kilometers east of Vienna and obtained from him a declaration that 

 

“From this time on, I withdraw from all participation in the affairs of state and 

acknowledge in advance the decision that Hungary makes with regard to its 

future form of state.” 

 

On November 16th, Prime Minister Károlyi and representatives of the Hungarian National Council 

proclaimed the establishment of the Hungarian People’s Republic—the First Hungarian 

Republic—with Károlyi as Prime Minister and interim President, before a crowd of 200,000 

supporters outside the Hungarian Parliament Building in Budapest.  Both the upper and lower 

houses of Parliament formally dissolved themselves on this same date, leaving the Hungarian 

National Council to function as the sole legislative body in the newly established republic. 

 

To mark this historic occasion, 

commemorative cancellers 

proclaiming the establishment of 

the Hungarian Republic (Magyar 

Köztársaság) and the date were 

distributed to 9 post offices in 

Budapest (1, 2, 4, 9, 10 57, 62, 72 

and 100).  The design of these 

commemorative cancellers is 

illustrated in Figure 1, with the 

number at the bottom denoting the 

post office in Budapest.  A commemorative canceller with a different design, illustrated in Figure 

2, was prepared for post offices in Debreczen, though probably used only by the main post office.  

Given the revolutionary chaos of the time, the fact that this many post offices were equipped with 

commemorative cancellers in the time available was a truly incredible feat of logistics. 

 

Starting on November 23, 1918, the Hungarian post offices started selling various stamps from 

previous series overprinted diagonally with “KÖZTÁRSASÁG” (meaning Republic).  Examples 

of these are illustrated in Figure 3 at the top of the next page. 

Figure 1: Budapest 62. Figure 2: Debreczen. 
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Figure 3: the various stamp designs overprinted “KÖZTÁRSASÁG”. 

  

The 2f through 10f, 20f and 40f from the 1916 Harvester issue were thus overprinted (the 15f, 25f 

and 35f were not), as were the 1K through 10K Parliament stamps from 1916 (the 50f, 75f and 80f 

were not), the War Charity stamps issued in 1916 and 1917, the entire Károly-Zita issue of August 

1918 and the 2f Express letter stamp of October 1916.  The Harvester, War Charity and Károly-

Zita stamps exist with inverted overprints, though many of these are forgeries. See my article 

“Counterfeit Corner: Inverted Köztársaság Overprints” in The News of Hungarian Philately, 

46:3 [April-June 2015] pg. 36. 

 

In January 1919, a new series of Harvester and 

Parliament stamps was issued, reworked to remove the 

word “KIR.” (short for Royal) from the design.  These 

“MAGYAR POSTA” stamps included 2f, 4f, 5f, 6f, 10f, 

15f, 20f, 25f, 40f and 45f Harvester values and 50f, 95f, 

1K, 1K20, 1K40, 2K, 3K, 5K and 10K Parliament values.  

In both the Harvester and Parliament stamps, the value 

tablet was redesigned to remove the inside box; the 

values of the Parliament stamps were now coloured 

numerals on a white background, instead of the white 

numerals on a coloured background in the previous issue.  The 2f and 3K stamps from this series 

are illustrated in Figure 4.  A 3f Harvester stamp for this series was prepared, but not issued.  It 

was later overprinted and issued as part of the Hungarian Soviet Republic issue of overprinted 

Harvester and Parliament stamps in July 1919.  A relatively small number of the un-overprinted 

remainders were sold to the public at auction in 1923, but were not valid for postage. 

 

The final stamps of this series, the 20f and 40f Harvester in new colours, a 60f Parliament and the 

1K Parliament in a new colour, were issued on April 15, 1919.  

 

Except for the 3K and the 10K, where the frames and 

the centre vignette of the Parliament buildings are 

different colours, all of the other Parliament stamps 

were printed with the central vignette in a lighter shade 

of the colour of the frame.  In some cases, the difference 

in the shades is barely perceptible, as in the 1K20 and 

1K40 stamps and in other cases, such as the 95f, quite 

striking.  In most cases, the numerals appear to be printed in the same colour as the frame, but 

from time to time you find examples where the numerals seem to be printed in the same colour as 

the vignette.  Figure 5 illustrates this in the case of two of the 95f Parliament stamps.        

 

Figure 4: the two designs from the 

January 1919 Magyar Posta series. 

Figure 5: printing varieties of the 95f. 
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On February 28, 1919, the Hungarian post office started using a 

series of postage due stamps overprinted diagonally with 

“KÖZTÁRSASÁG”, in a similar fashion to the initial series of 

postage stamps issued by the Republic.  This series comprised 

the 50f black & green postage due stamp from 1914, the 2f, 10f 

and 20f from the series of red & green postage dues issued in 

May 1915, as well as three new denominations of red & green 

postage dues, a 3f, a 40f and a 50f, that were newly printed and 

then overprinted “KÖZTÁRSASÁG”.  The 3f was never issued 

without the overprint, but the 40f and 50f stamps were issued without the overprint in January 

1920.   

 

In December 1918, the Hungarian Republic also issued new postal stationery cards and postal 

stationery letter cards, in each case with the coat of arms removed from the upper left side of the 

card and a modified indicium, with the Crown of St. Stephen and value removed from the centre 

of the design and replaced with just numerals denoting the value.  The word “KIR.” was also 

removed from the inscription at the top of the indicium.  Figure 7 illustrates the 10f postal 

stationery card issued by the Kingdom in 1918.  Figure 8 illustrates the new 10f postal stationery 

card issued by the Republic, this one printed in 1919 and uprated with two overprinted 15f Károly 

stamps to meet the post card rate effective January 1, 1920.  Figure 10 illustrates the new 20f postal 

stationery lettercard issued by the Republic, this one from the 1919 printing and uprated with the 

60f Parliament stamp from the issue of “MAGYAR POSTA” stamps on April 15, 1919 and a 20f 

from the original 1916 issue of the Harvester stamps to meet the inland 1st step letter rate effective 

on June 1, 1920.  A 15f postal stationery lettercard was also issued. 

 

The First Hungarian Republic was brought to an end by a communist coup on March 21, 1919, 

which lead to the proclamation of the equally short-lived Hungarian Soviet Republic.  See my 

article “Historical Context: Military Campaigns and Political Developments in the Kingdom of 

Hungary, 1918-19” in The News of Hungarian Philately, 48:2 [April – June 2017] pp. 7-10.  

 

 

Figure 6: the 50f black & green 

and the 3f from the February 1919 

issue of postage dues. 

Figure 7: the 10f postal stationery card issued by 

the Kingdom in 1918. 
Figure 8: the 10f postal stationery card issued by 

the Republic. 
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Figure 9: the 20f postal stationery letter card issued by the Republic. 

 

Sources: “The First Hungarian Republic” (www.theorangefiles.hu); “First Hungarian Republic” 

(en.wikipedia.org); Deborah S. Cornelius, Hungary in World War II – Caught in the Cauldron 

(New York, 2011); Stanley Gibbons Stamp Catalogue, Part 2: Austria & Hungary, 6th Edition 

(London, 2002); Dr. Béla Simády, A magyar díjjegyes postai nyomtatványok katalógusa 

(Budapest, ____). 

 
 

  

IN MEMORIAM: TED JOHNSON 1929-2018. 

by Bob Morgan 

Saying goodbye to an old friend is hard and brings back many memories.  Ted Johnson passed 

away in October after a long illness.  Ted was an active member of our Society since 1991.  

We met in the mid 1980’s through my business, Ted was the bank’s VP assigned to my account. 

When we found out that both of us were stamp collectors, we became stamp buddies going to 

stamp shows together.  Ted was very organized and always had his “want-list” ready.  He was very 

enthusiastic about our Society, and in 1997, he was elected Treasurer.  The membership records 

needed updating and Barbara, his wife, was instrumental in that time-consuming process.  Soon 

after getting his Apple computer, our Society’s membership was ‘computerized’ for the first time. 

At National and International shows, whenever our Society had a table, both Barbara and Ted 

volunteered for tending the booth.  Ted and Barbara were our Society’s Treasurers for 10 years 

until 2006.  

Rest in peace, my friend.  I will miss you and our Society will miss you very much. 

 
 

 

http://www.theorangefiles.hu/
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SOME POSTMARKS OF THE AIRPORTS OF BUDAPEST 

by Judith Kennett 

I would like to thank Csaba Kohalmi for his article “A Brief History of the Airports of Budapest”, 

published in The News of Hungarian Philately, 49:3 [July – September 2018] pp. 15-21.  For a 

collector of 1930s Hungarian external airmails, it was very timely and set me looking for airport 

cancels in my collection, among both airmail covers to Australia (one of passions) and covers to 

other countries.  It is noticeable how many of the covers in this sample were posted at Mátyásföld   

airport.  It was conveniently close to the city, and therefore quite busy in the early 1930s. 

 

Figure 1 illustrates the earliest example that I’ve seen.  It was posted at Mátyásföld airport on 5 

November 1929 and addressed to Denmark.  At the foot of the card (the return section of a reply 

card) are cachets in both French (the language of the UPU) and German, indicating that airmail 

service was not available to this destination.   However, the card also bears an endorsement in 

German, written in red at the top of the card, which roughly translates as “only by airmail from 

Vienna to Berlin”.  The “WIEN FLUGPOST” cancels on the card would seem to indicate that this 

is what happened and that the card continued from Berlin by surface mail to its final destination in 

Denmark. 

 

 

Figure 1 
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Figure 2 illustrates another early example, posted at Mátyásföld airport on 3 August 1932, and 

addressed to Lyon (France).  It was rapidly transported through Zurich and Geneva in Switzerland, 

and then received in Lyon on the morning of 4 August.  The cachet ‘AVION PARTI’ was probably 

applied in France. 

 

 

Figure 2 

Figure 3 shows an airmail cover posted at Budapest 4 on 23 May 1935, and with a different 

Mátyásföld cancel with a time stamp one hour later than the “LEGI POSTA BUDAPEST” strikes 

used to cancel the stamps franking the cover.  This is the only example of this particular airport 

cancel that I’ve ever seen.  There is no Dresden arrival cancel.  

 

 

Figure 3 
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Figure 4 illustrates the earliest commercial airmail cover from Hungary to Australia that I’ve 

seen so far.  It was posted at Mátyásföld on 17 August 1935 and backstamped in Melbourne on 8 

September 1935. 

 

 

Figure 4 

There seem to be plenty of examples of the cancel for Mátyásföld airport (shown on page 18 in 

Csaba’s article) used during 1936, but examples applied to mail during 1937 are harder to find.  

This is probably because air traffic fell off there after the opening of the new airport at Budaörs on 

20 June 1937.  An example posted at Budapest 53 on 4 May 1937, cancelled at Mátyásföld on 5 

May, and sent to Sydney is shown in Figure 5. 

  

 

Figure 5 
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The airmail covers shown in Figures 6 and 7 reflect the changes that took place during the 

transition of air traffic operations from Mátyásföld to Budaörs airport.  It seems likely that there 

was a post office at the new airport (Csaba indicated in his article that he didn’t think there was 

one), and that it was Budapest 20.  Figure 6 was posted at Budapest 508 on 23 July 1937.  In the 

top left-hand corner is a partial cancel for Budapest 20, probably also dated 23 July 1937.  

 

 

Figure 6 

 

Figure 7 
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The cover illustrated in Figure 7 was posted at Budapest 4 on 30 September 1937 and has a cancel 

for Budapest 20 on 1 October.  By December 1937 (or perhaps earlier), a new airport cancel was 

in use (as shown by the cover in Figure 8).   This cover was posted at Budapest 10 on 15 December 

and cancelled with the Budapest 20 / REPÜLŐTÉR canceller on 16 December. 
 

 

Figure 8 

This cancel was in regular use on air mails to Australia through 1938, but the latest use on covers 

in my collection is 25 April 1939.  About this time, it just disappeared from use on airmails.  In 

our email correspondence following on his original article in The News, Csaba confirmed that this 

is consistent with the information on this canceller in the Monografiaja.  

 

As I don’t collect post-war airmails, this is where my examples of the cancels of Budapest airports 

cease.  Perhaps a member who does collect this later material can confirm and elaborate on the 

information in Csaba’s article about the post-1950 era. 

 

 

 

WANTED 

I am looking for postal material relating to the Hungarian Royal Gendarmerie (Magyar Kiralyi 

Csendorseg).  I am interested in illustrated post cards depicting gendarme or gendarme garrison 

buildings, non-illustrated post cards, postmarks, documents, correspondence, and any and all other 

material relating to the topic.  I can be reached at zoltanog@gmail.com or by phone at 301-964-2414. 

Zoltan Korossy (Member #294) 

mailto:zoltanog@gmail.com
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MAIL COMMUNICATIONS WITH AUSTRALIA 1878 - 1900 

 

by Martin Rhein 

 

Inspired by Judy Kennett’s article in the first issue of The News of Hungarian Philately in 2018, 

I tried to compile some details about the early postage tariffs to Australia, illustrated with some 

covers, mostly from my collection.  I would be interested in any additional pictures / information 

fellow members can send me in order to complete this research.  

 

Given that Australia as a national entity only existed after the foundation of the Australian 

Confederation on 1 January 1901, the various regions of the country are named individually in the 

Austro-Hungarian Postal Regulations of the 19th century:  New South Wales, Queensland, South 

Australia, Tasmania (also Van-Diemensland), Western Australia and Victoria.  These areas were 

formally independent of each other, but they all belonged to the British possessions. The distance 

of Australia and New Zealand from the rest of the British colonies naturally led to specific postal 

charges.  

 
 

Figure 1: Registered letter dated the 8th of December 1879 to Sydney (Australia).  The letter was sent via 

Trieste and Brindisi (11.12.).  According to the Austrian Postal Ordinance 38/16875 of 25.06.1878 the 

postage was: 2 x 36 Kr for the 2nd weight class above Trieste + 10 Kr registration fee = 82 Kr.  The 

postage was certainly still at the 1875 rate: 2x28 + 30 Kr = 86 Kr. Only known letter to Australia from 

the time before 1880. 

 

The earliest known letter sent to Australia raises 

another question: Why was the address "General 

Postoffice" used even though Henry Burkhardt was 

not employed at the General Post Office according 

to Australian administrative documents available on 

the Internet?  While searching for a Sydney resident 

with the surname Burkhardt, luck smiled on me.  By 

chance, a small newspaper ad helped to solve the 

 

Figure 2: The Sydney Morning Herald 

dated the 9 March 1878. 
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mystery.  Henry Burkhardt was probably a butcher and 

had his shop at 745 George Street, which is located near 

the General Post Office.  He handed this shop over to a 

certain Otto Keller, as can be seen in "The Sydney 

Morning Herald" of 9 March 1878.  Since the sender 

probably did not know the exact address, he simply 

addressed the letter to the General Post Office.  The city 

map of Sydney from 1880 shows the location of the 

General Post Office between house numbers 366 and 

388. 

 

 

 

 

 

The difficulties in ensuring compliance with the current postal procedures for this area can be seen 

from the following postal regulation dealing with the handling of insufficiently franked letter to 

Australia and New Zealand:  

“Oftentimes, letters to Australia and New Zealand transported via Italy are franked with 10-20 kr.  

These, as seemingly sufficiently franked letters, are forwarded without any annotation, despite the 

fact that the fee for such a letter is 30kr per 15 grams (see P.R.T. 1883 page 58).  The envelopes of 

such letters with franking less than this should be annotated with a bold zero (0) next to the stamps 

in accordance with the stated regulations (see P.R.T. 1879, page 137). 

The Royal Post Offices are advised that the fee for mail to South and Western Australia transported 

by way of North America is 15kr per 15 grams.  Therefore, letters that are so addressed and are 

correctly franked need to be endorsed “via North America” if the sender did not mark any other 

transportation direction.  Letters posted without 30kr in stamps directed to be sent via Brindisi should 

be properly marked.” 

Figure 3: GPO view from George Street. 

Figure 4: Detail from the city map with George Street and in yellow the angle of 

vision taken for the engraving shown in Figure 3. 
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From May 1888, the K. u K. postal administrations jointly decided to introduce a uniform tariff 

for postal items addressed to countries or colonies that did not belong to the Universal Postal Union 

(including Australia and New Zealand).  The final standardization of postage rates took place with 

the accession of the British colonies in the so-called "Australasia" to the Universal Postal Union 

on October 1, 1891. 

 

From… Letter per 15 g Printed Matter Postal card registration fee 

1st May 1888 30 Kr 10 Kr ? 20 Kr 

1st Oct  1891 20 Kr 6 Kr 8 Kr 10 Kr 

1st July  1892 10 Kr 3 Kr 5 Kr 10 Kr 

 
Figure 6: Postal charges from the period from which postal items are known. 

 

In the first UPU fee period, during which the so-called “sea postage” lasted only nine months for 

"Australasia", one unique postcard and one letter are only known.  Of the latter, which with 70 Kr 

(= 5_Kr GA + 5x1 Kr + 3x12 Kr + 3x8 Kr +10 Kr) must be considered as a registered letter of the 

3rd weight level, only a small black and white picture is available.  That's why it is not shown here. 

         Figure 5: The above-mentioned Postal Regulation of the Hungarian Postal Administration. 
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Figure 7: 5 Kr postal stationery envelope of 10 May 1885 with 25 Kr additional franking 

to cover the tariff valid since 1882 for transport via the Italian port of Brindisi.  This is 

confirmed by the cancellation on the back. It is the only known 30 Kr letter. 

Figure 8: A 5 Kr postal stationery postcard sent in July 1890 with 3 Kr 

additional franking to cover the “sea postage”. 
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Figure 10: Registered letter of the second weight class (15 g - 30 g) posted to 

Australia in April 1899, from the well-known Griffen correspondence. 

Figure 9: Registered letter from 1899 of the first weight class (under 15 g) to 

New Zealand with a very rare use of two blocks of four each. 
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WHAT I’VE LEARNED FROM JÚLIA KISFALUDY’S ARTICLES IN THE 

BÉLYEGVILÁG 1 ABOUT THE CONSTRUCTION OF HUNGARIAN POSTAL 

CANCELLERS 

 

by Csaba L. Kohalmi 

 

In the April-June 2018 issue of The News, I wrote a short article about the abbreviations of the 

names of the months of the year in Hungarian postal cancellers.  Previously, in an on-going series 

of articles, Alan Soble, et al. discussed how Hungarian cancellers were modified and continued to 

be used in the successor states following World War I.  During this time, all of us authors were at 

a loss as to the exact nature of how some modifications could have been made because we had 

extremely limited knowledge of the mechanical construction of these devices. 

 

Recently, Paul de Leeuw van Weenen brought our attention to a series of articles published on a 

monthly basis starting in January 2018 in Bélyegvilág, the magazine of MABÉOSz, the Hungarian 

national stamp collectors’ association.  In these articles, Júlia Kisfaludy, who is a curator at the 

Budapest Stamp Museum, discussed the museum’s collection of postal cancellers.  In the 

accompanying illustrations, she shed some much appreciated light on this subject for us. 

 

As I mentioned years ago in my article A (Confusing) Primer on Hungarian Cancelling Devices 

(The News, October-December 2013), originally postmasters were responsible for producing or 

procuring the cancelling devices.  This policy resulted in a great variety of sizes, styles, and 

ornamentation.  In most cases, the cancellers were manufactured locally by assembling metal letter 

type or engraving easily malleable metal such as copper.  The museum’s sample collection of these 

from the late 18th to the early 19th centuries is, unfortunately, very small.  The local postmasters 

tried their best to abide the requirement of marking the correspondence entrusted to them with the 

designation of origin.  Given that Vienna had a heavy hand in appointing ethnic German postal 

officials, a lot of the cancellers ended up showing only the German version of the town names. 

 

 
 

S(ank)t Lőrincz oval-shaped cancelling device used between 1762 and 1849 demonstrating mixed 

German-Hungarian spelling 
 

This convention of mixed languages continued as Austrian stamps were issued starting in 1850.  

The cancelling devices, however, became somewhat standardized (mostly circular in shape).  The 
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innovation introduced at this time was the indication of the day/month of posting.   While the next 

three illustrations are not from this era, the construction of the cancelling device and the associated 

kit of dates (numbers for the days, abbreviations for the month) used as inserts in the central cavity 

of the canceller demonstrate this evolution.  The thumbscrews (sometimes called shoulder bolts) 

held the inserts in place.  In the device from Gércze (introduced in 1883) there is a three-line date 

insert.  This is a Type F canceller as listed in Vol. VI of the Monograph2.  On the Tiszujfalu P.U. 

(introduced in 1901) and the Dénesfa Sopron V.M. (introduced in 1892) devices, the date insert is 

in a straight line.  These are Type J cancellers. 

 

      

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

Clockwise, starting at the top left: 1) Gércze three-line date insert canceller used 1883-1888.   

2) Dénesfa Sopron V.M. canceller with the box of ‘kit’ for the date.  This was used between 1892 and 

1919.  3) Tiszaujfalu P.U. canceller showing the cavity for a single line date.  It was used from 1901 to 

1933.  Note the thumbscrews designed to secure the inserts in place. 
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Ukk straight-line insert device introduced in 1893 and used until 1937.  The Holy Crown was excised 

from this device in the spring of 1919 during the Hungarian Soviet Republic. 

 

An interesting variant of a wooden handle was used in post offices with high mail volume.  In 

order to speed the cancellation of letters, the cancelling device was attached to a hammer-like 

handle, as shown below.  Please keep in mind that at this time, letters were stamped both at the 

time of posting and backstamped at the time of receipt at the post office. 
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Modification of the date convention was easily achievable in the Type J devices simply by 

installing the inserts in the desired new sequence.  Since the Type J cancellers represent the second 

most populous group of devices introduced prior to World War I, plenty of these devices survived 

in the areas of Hungary occupied by the successor states. 

 

 

   
 

Left to right: Modified Type J cancels from Sztropkó (31 DEC 19), Dobsina (26 FEB 20), and Erdőköz (8 

FEB 919) [all illustrations courtesy of Alan Soble] 

 

 

As I pointed out in my earlier article, the introduction of the different types of new cancellers 

tended to overlap the older styles, not to mention the fact that cancellers were durable and seemed 

to last forever.  The Type K cancellers started to appear in 1898 while the Type Js were still being 

manufactured through 1920.  The Type Ks were more complex devices than previously used.  They 

contained rotating wheel mechanisms for changing the year-month-day-time-of-day settings on a 

daily or even hourly basis.  Fixed inserts were no longer used.  By the time their production was 

discontinued in 1921, the Type K cancellers became the most populous group used in Hungary.  

(The individual rotating wheels also lent themselves to be taken apart and re-ordered to correspond 

to Czechoslovak-Romanian-South Slav date conventions.  They became the subject of the 

modified canceller articles that our authors have been pursuing for the past 10-15 years!) 

 

From the illustration, I surmise that the threaded screw with the thumbwheel on the outside held 

the canceller’s wheels together, fixed in place inside the body of the device.  Unscrewing the 

thumbwheel should have caused the wheels to become loose.  The loose wheels could then be re-

arranged to change the date convention from the Hungarian style to that of the respective successor 

state.  I would be interested in finding an example where a wheel was left off during re-assembly 

(such as omitting the ‘N/É’ wheel indicating the day or night part of the day).  Omitting wheels 

from the device, however, could have compromised its structural integrity unless some other kind 

of spacer was used, so it may have not been the case.  Oftentimes, the re-assembly caused the 

wheels to be misaligned resulting in a less-than-perfectly-in-line indication of the date. 
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Left: Type M device used in Vaja Szabolcs M. from 1927 through 1948.  Although this is not a 

Type K device, the illustration clearly shows the set of 8 wheels used to set the date and time.  The Type 

M devices were similar to the Type Ks except that the time wheel was now based on a 24-hour clock 

instead of the 12-hour time plus the 9th wheel for N=Nappal (day) or É=Éjjel (night).   

Right: A ‘modern’ wheeled device from Ősborókás Barcs 1.  This picture accurately shows the 

details of the wheels including the bar ‘─’ indicating a space (wheel no. 2 from the left).  Also note that 

there were ‘bars’ between the numerals as can be seen on wheels 5 and 7 (counting from the left).  In 

case the wheels were not properly aligned, these ‘bars’ could show up in the cancellation. 

 

The illustrated Type M device was manufactured by Első Magyar Bélyegzőgyár Klassohn A. = 

First Hungarian Stamp Factory Klassohn A.  The trademark logo (EMB KA) was etched into the 

body of the canceller.  This company employed master engravers to create the picture side of the 

cancellers.  EMB Klassohn produced the vast majority of the devices for the post office although 

there is evidence that two other organizations also made cancellers.  At this time, we still don’t 

have any information on the construction of the ‘wheels’ with details about the letters, numbers, 

and other characters [slugs] that the ‘wheels’ contained.  (We should assume that the wheels were 

manufactured by the same organization.)  ‘Mystery characters’ such as the ‘block’ shown on the 

Temesvár cancellation in the following illustration continue to puzzle our researchers since these 

‘blocks’ or ‘slugs’ frequently show up in cancellations, most of the time randomly.  This subject 

needs to be explored further.  
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Left: Temesvár 2W Type K cancellation showing 5 FEB. 922 ▄N 3 

rearranged to conform to the Romanian convention.  The time of day wheels 

(N) + (3) are in the original position.  Note that the wheels are slightly mis-

aligned and that the top of the next set of numbers/letters shows partially 

below the date.  Also, the appearance of the slug after ‘922’ is a mystery 

character.   Center: A partial Szász(?) Type K cancellation 8 N 22 JAN. The 

time of day wheels have been moved to the front of the date. [ex Soble]  

Right: Krapina Type K cancellation 9 N 19. AUG 919 re-arranged to conform to the South Slav date 

convention.  The time of day wheels (9 N) again were moved in front of the date. [ex Soble] 

 

Left: Kakófalva cancellation showing the date -4.-

APR.921-N4. [ex Soble] 

Right: Detta cancellation from  

4-DEC 919. 4 N-. 

On both, the dates were re-arranged to conform 

to the Romanian convention.  The time of day 

wheels were left in the original position on the 

Kakófalva canceller but were transposed on the 

Detta canceller. 

 

The author discussed the influx of de-activated cancellers received by the Stamp Museum as a 

result of the Y2K problem: the onset of the new millennium requiring the year date to start with 

2000.  Not all of the hundreds of cancellers have been cataloged yet.  As far as the current, self-

inking, plastic devices used in Hungarian post offices, the consensus is that these will not meet the 

test of time for longevity that the old fashioned, steel cancellers demonstrated. 

 

I reached out to the Stamp Museum via the webpage belyegmuzeum.hu and their email 

iroda@belyegmuzeum.hu for possible additional information as well as for permission to reuse the 

pictures of the illustrated cancellers.  Alas, I did not receive a reply. 

 

Notes: 
1 Bélyegvilág, January through June, 2018 
2 Monograph = A magyar bélyegek monográfiája, VI., Közlekedési Dokumentációs Vállalat, 

1973 
  

mailto:iroda@belyegmuzeum.hu


 

 

 
 
 

WANTED:  Consignment material for SHP auctions. 
 

Please submit your surplus philatelic items, stamps, covers, and literature to our auction 
chairperson, Jim Gaul: 1920 Fawn Lane, Hellertown, PA 18055-2117 USA, email: 
terrynjim@ptd.net. You can set your starting price or consult with Jim to establish the same.  You 
can help de-clutter your collection, support your Society and provide a source of new acquisitions 
for your fellow members all at the same time. 

 
 

FOR SALE: BOUND VOLUMES OF THE NEWS OF HUNGARIAN PHILATELY 
 

Book # Volumes Years Cost 

1 1-3 1970-1972 $30 

2 4-6 1973-1975 $30 

3 7-9 1976-1978 $30 

4 10-12 1979-1981 $30 

5 13-15 1982-1984 $30 

6 16-18 1985-1987 $30 

7 19-21 1988-1990 $30 

8 22-24 1991-1993 $30 

9 25-27 1994-1996 $30 

10 28-30 1997-1999 $30 

11 31-32 2000-2001 $30 

12 * 33-36 2002-2005 $50 * 
 

Each book No. 1 thru 11 individually is priced at $30.00 or purchase the entire set of the first 11 
books for $320.00.  * Book No. 12 costs $50 each.  Freight fees will be added to all orders.  Orders and 
inquiries should be sent to:  

 
Alan Bauer, P.O. Box 3024, Andover, MA 01810; tel: (617) 645-4045,  

e-mail: alan.bauer@hungarianphilately.org 



 

 
 

THE PROCLAMATION OF THE FIRST HUNGARIAN REPUBLIC 
 

 

A picture post card of the Petőfi monument in Budapest sent to Győr cancelled  

November 16, 1918 with a commemorative canceller for Budapest 4 (from the collection of Paul 

de Leeuw van Weenen). 

 

 
 

A letter sent to Losoncz, soon to be Lučenec in Czechoslovakia, cancelled November 16, 1918 

with a commemorative canceller for one of the Budapest post offices (from the collection of 

Csaba L. Kohalmi). 


